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TARGET ADVERTISING USING WIRELESS 
NODE LOCATION-BASED DATA 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 12/834,103, filed Jul. 12, 2010, which is a continuation 
in-part of application Ser. No. 1 1/677,224, filed Feb. 21, 
2007, both of which are hereby incorporated by reference 
herein. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002. In the field of data processing: financial, business 
practice, management, or cost/price determination, a method 
is disclosed for promoting or calling to the attention of the 
public to goods or services to induce the public to buy or use 
the goods or services. The method is implemented by target 
ing advertisements to users through an Internet Service Pro 
vider and by Supplying related content influenced by a user 
visited webpage, a user-visited website, a user-profile, 
previously-viewed content, user Surfing-history and a wire 
less node's demographic data. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0003 U.S. Pat. No. 6,339,761 (the 761 patent) teaches a 
method for providing advertises to Internet Service Providers 
(Internet Service Provider) where the Internet Service Pro 
vider has precise control over who receives an advertisement. 
Thus, in accordance with the 761 patent, an Internet Service 
Provider may offer advertisers precision advertising, since an 
Internet Service Provider has access to precise demographic 
data on each of the Internet Service Provider's customers. 
0004. The 761 patent discloses that the Internet Service 
Provider has access to data on the periods of usage, including 
the type of customers accessing the Internet during Such 
periods of usage. By using this information, one may target 
advertisements to a precise audience. The 761 patent teaches 
the insertion of an advertising into a web page by the Internet 
Service Provider, or, the removal of an advertisement from a 
webpage by the Internet Service Provider and the insertion of 
substitute Internet Service Provider advertising. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

0005. A method is disclosed for targeting advertising to a 
user operating a client computer accessing a server computer 
through an Internet Service Provider or a wireless node. The 
term client computer is broadly defined to include a desktop 
computer, a laptop computer, or any of the variety of hand 
held wireless computing devices now available. Such as a 
variety of cellular telephones. 
0006. The server computer implements steps of hosting a 

first content on the server computer, enabling the client com 
puter to access the server computer, creating a first link ref 
erence to second content; formatting the first content and the 
first link reference for display on the client computer wherein 
said formatting will display the first link reference in a: link 
display area that is separated from the first content that will 
display in a content display area; in a style that is indicative 
that other additional related content is available to the user; 
and in a configuration involving one of a tab; a link; a bar; a 
floating bar, a browser bar, a user downloaded bar; and a 
menu. The server computer then implements steps of trans 
mitting the formatted first content and the first link reference 
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to the client computer; responding to user interaction with the 
first link reference by sending the second content to replace 
the first content on the content display area of the client 
computer, the second content comprising a second link ref 
erence; and, redirecting the user to the hosting location of the 
second content when the user clicks on the second link refer 
CCC. 

0007 Preferably, the method includes parsing the first 
content into key words or objects and then using the parsed 
content to identify related second content before creating the 
link. 

0008 Content displayed to a user is preferably indexed by 
an Indexing Server (Index Server), which may be the sever 
computer, at anytime (before the content is viewed by the 
user, while the user is viewing the content, or after the user 
views the content). The Indexing Server may then supply 
content to the user based on a previous user's interaction with 
the Internet Service Provider, such as, previously stated pref 
erences, a similarity with previously viewed content, user's 
Surf history, etc. 
0009 Wireless nodes may be used in the method, either by 
connecting the server computer to the wireless node or by 
integrating the wireless node into the server computer. The 
client computer or other user device may then connect to the 
server computer through the wireless node. 

Technical Problem 

(0010 Although The 761 patent teaches a method for tar 
geting advertisements to a specific audience, it fails to teach a 
comprehensive way of targeting advertising or content to a 
specific audience without noticeable intrusions. The 761 
patent teaches the insertion of advertisements web pages as 
users traffic through the Internet Service Provider. The 761 
patent also teaches, in many cases, removing advertisements 
that are already rendered into the webpage. Such advertise 
ment Substitution can lead to copyright infringement by 
changing the contents of webpage without the consent of the 
content preparer or owner. The 761 patent may be problem 
atic because it teaches changing advertisements that are 
already rendered into a webpage and this may lead to a false 
sense on the part of the user as to the sponsorship or legiti 
macy of the content. Thus, the 761 patent raises questions 
about the legality and ethical value of the advertising method 
disclosed. 

0011. The prior art where a user accesses a wireless node 
the user's receiving device receives some data from the wire 
less node and the receiving device displays the received data 
as a list of available devices in the range of the user's receiv 
ing device. Some wireless nodes may require the user a login 
and the user's receiving device asks the user for the login then 
transmits it to the wireless node as to authorize the user use of 
the wireless node. Still wireless companies like Sprint, ATT 
and others transmittext that are hosted by their servers to their 
users base, but the transmission is not directed to a wireless 
node per se, it is directed to a group of cellular-exchange 
nodes then the cellular-exchange node that is closest to the 
recipient device transmit the text-content to the user at the 
device. In the aforementioned case involving wireless com 
panies, the signal travels from the wireless company's server 
to the a satellite then to the wireless cellular-exchange node, 
then from the cellular-exchange node to the receiving device, 
or, it may travel to one or more cellular-exchange node until 
it reaches the recipient device, this process happens if the 
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transmitting device and the receiving device are within an 
area where satellite transmission is not necessary. 

Solution to Problem 

0012. The solution is a method for targeting advertising to 
a user operating a client computer by transmitting requested 
content and related link references for separate display on the 
client computer. An Internet Service Provider supplies con 
tent related to a user-visited webpage, a user-visited website, 
a user profile, previously-viewed content, user Surfing his 
tory, and wireless node's demography data. An Indexing 
Server works in harmony with the Internet Service Provider 
as to provide related content to the user and based on user's 
previously viewed contents, user's Surfing history and user's 
profile. A wireless node working alone or in harmony with 
another server provides to a user additional contents and 
based on the wireless node's contents choice. 

Advantageous Effects of Invention 
0013 The present invention advantageously provides con 
tent and related advertising to a user through an Internet 
Service Provider or a wireless service provider. The advertis 
ing is targeted to specific audience and is relevant to some 
interest of the user. For example, the advertising is based on 
some relationship between the user's previously viewed con 
tents and advertisings, the user's profile, the user's Surfing 
history, wireless node's demography data, or the user's pre 
viously-viewed content's relationship with other content. The 
present invention further avoids any legality issues and can 
not engender a false sense of content legitimacy. The term 
advertising and content are used interchangeably herein. 
0014 Currently, wireless nodes are passive in nature act 
ing more as a communication link routing contents from a 
server to a client. The only time that a wireless node acts as an 
active device is when it transmits its identification to receiv 
ing devices. However, wireless node may be enhanced and be 
used as both passive and active devices. Since many devices 
(portable and non-portable) in use today have the ability to 
access wireless nodes anywhere, and if wireless nodes are 
enhanced according to the invention to become active in 
nature, then this would allow a wide range of software appli 
cations and business Solutions to be developed and deployed. 
0.015 The invention enables the wireless node to take on a 
new function to become an active device by transmitting to a 
client computer or other user receiving device information 
beyond the simple identification that it currently does. 
0016 One major advantage of the present invention is that 

it will enable a computer connected to the wireless node do 
become a server to the wireless node where a complete con 
tent page in the format used by Internet (HTML) format or 
any other format or it may provide a Snapshot of the actual 
content, this way the user receiving device may display Snap 
shot of a plurality of contents from a plurality of wireless 
nodes in the reach and it may be just a list of all the contents 
snapshot with a brief description of each. Further, the present 
invention involves the computer acting as a host and being 
connected to the wireless node (wireless box) located to the 
proximity of the hosting computer, it may be located at a 
home, at an office or at a wireless range between the hosting 
computer and the wireless node device. 
0017. Any wireless device that may be programmed to 
transmit its own data (data related to the device like longitude, 
latitude and keywords describing the device or even a com 
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plete content page in any conceivable format) or to transmit 
the device enabled information, Such as, location informa 
tion, the method may then involve sending related Store infor 
mation to the wireless device. 
0018. The wireless-hosting computer combination will 
enable new industries by making a once inactive device an 
active one and doing all kind of hosting activities. New indus 
tries like programming to these devices as a platform and 
target advertisements (contents) to each device and user, 
enabling business to advertise to the general public located in 
the general area within reach of its wireless node and thus 
bring more business, generate more income and create more 
jobs. 
0019. The invention makes wireless nodes active and pro 
motes free Internet access to all using the already available 
wireless nodes by enabling the wireless node's owner to 
receive compensation for its free use. The invention also 
encourages free or very low cost wireless devices to everyone 
because it provides a means for wireless node's manufactur 
ers to be compensated with commissions. 
0020. One great improvement of the present invention 
over other presently available prior art is that each element 
may be incorporated as a standalone or each cooperating with 
others to enable a broader applicability that may not be pos 
sible with a single standalone element. For instance, the 
indexing server may be used as a search engine server coop 
erating with an Internet Service Provider, as well cooperating 
with wireless devices—receivers and transmitters (node). 
0021. The Internet Service Provider of the present inven 
tion offers advantageous improvement over others Internet 
Service Provider servers since it is able to directly cooperate 
with the Indexing Server and wireless devices, a further 
advantage is that the Internet Service Provider server, the 
Indexing Server, wireless devices or wireless-server devices 
of the present invention are able to associate other contents to 
the contents being served without interfering with contents 
integrity by making related contents available to the receiving 
device's external elements like a bar, a tab at the browser, a 
floating bar, an icon on the browser's taskbar, or user's bar, 
icon on the bar, etc. If the browser bar is used, a bar may be 
programmed where JAVASCRIPT or other technology may 
be used to present a new bar or to addicons/links to an already 
existing bar, the programming code may be sent to the client 
by the Internet Service Provider server or any other server or 
CaS. 

0022. By having this mechanism, the Internet Service Pro 
vider can control the user's content that are served to the user 
and at a later visit place on the external element similar 
contents that are of importance to the user. 
0023. A further advantage of the present invention over 
currently available prior art is that the user will have a greater 
content availability related to the user's interest by having the 
Internet Service Provider associating relevant content to the 
user. It may be setup where the user opts out and the Internet 
Service Provider won't serve content to the user if opted out, 
as well the user can choose the kind of content that the 
Internet Service Provider server will associate with the user's 
contents. It can further be setup where the user is registered 
with the Internet Service Provider, the Indexing Server or 
registered in one and the users information shared between 
the Internet Service Provider, Indexing Server, even the wire 
less devices or the wireless-server combination. 
0024. Other advantageous uses of the present invention 
include enabling wireless nodes to be programmed, trans 
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forming them from a passive to active devices. New industries 
will be incentivized to emerge and make use of the present 
invention. These new Smart wireless devices become a plat 
form much like smart cell phones are today. Furthermore, 
with the combination of smart-active wireless devices, nodes 
and transceivers a new industry will emerge in the arena of 
wireless communication such as, new Smart Software for the 
devices and new communication applications where the once 
upon a time inactive devices become Smart active devices and 
programmable platform. 
0025. The invention creates a new advertising medium 
where consumers will access the medium from almost any 
where the consumers are located. Currently technologies 
enable business to target content, advertising in particular, 
based on the user accessing a specific website and the website 
may target content to the user based on the user profile. The 
present invention eliminates current technology's need for a 
user to be registered with the website and employs other 
means to target content based on the user's Smart device by 
using the smart device's GPS as a means to identify the user's 
location. 
0026. The present invention has advantage by providing a 
simple, efficient and economic means where the business may 
target the content based on wireless devices and the content 
will be much more cost effective to the business. Further, 
anyone with the present invention will be incentivized by 
commissions to offer free access to others. Thus generating a 
new income stream in the process of promoting free Internet 
access to the general population. A practical example of this 
advantage involves a building with apartments for rent. A 
potential renter located in the area where the building is 
located may immediately access the available apartments for 
rent. The renter need not first visita website and search for the 
information, which may or may not be up to date or may or 
may not be on available. Any building owner using the inven 
tion would incur no unnecessary advertising expenses on 
websites, but would rather be focused only on high interest 
customers already in the area. 
0027. The present invention may be used to enable a wire 
less device to become the hosting of third party content like 
friends, family, individuals or business in the general area 
where the device is located. It enables each wireless device to 
offer means where users can register and login to provide 
content thereto, contents may be provided thereto by the 
Indexing Server, Internet Service Provider server or any other 
server that the wireless device is connected with, is able to 
communicate and receive data from or send data to. 

0028. The contents to such wireless devices may be user 
Supplied or Supplied by accessing the devices (login in to the 
device or not) or supplied by another server that the device 
communicates with, like a server over the Internet/Network. 
In this arrangement, a once inactive device of the prior art 
becomes a new Smart device where its owner can make money 
by hosting other's content or allowing others to provide con 
tent thereto. The invention thus creates Smart wireless devices 
to a viable platform for expanded communication and a new 
industry where many new income streams are generated by 
these new smart wireless devices. 

0029. The owners of these new smart wireless devices can 
have income stream in sales of goods or services, advertis 
ings, and many other methods to be conceived by the human 
mind. Furthermore, a wireless device may be used to send 
information to other servers where it is connect with through 
the Internet/Network, for instance the device may send its 
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content to a host at another location on the Internet/Network 
or even send it to another wireless device. 
0030 The programs to be used by the new smart-wireless 
devices may be downloaded from a server, another Smart 
wireless device or any other storage device. Any such down 
loaded software application may be automatically incorpo 
rated and executed by the new smart-wireless device 
platform. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0031. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated herein, illustrate embodiments of the invention, and 
together with the description, serve to explain the principles 
of the invention. 
0032 FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of this 
invention in which an Indexing Server and Internet Service 
Provider works in harmony to Supply content to a user. 
0033 FIG. 2 illustrates another preferred embodiment of 
this invention in which an Internet Service Provider supplies 
COntent to a user. 

0034 FIG. 3 illustrates another preferred embodiment in 
which a wireless node will present on the web browser a 
means for a user to select contents based on the wireless 
node's preferences. 
0035 FIG. 4 illustrates client/server communication over 
the Internet/Network and an electronic representation of a 
computing device. 
0036 FIG. 5 illustrates linking means for interfacing a 
user to the Internet Service Provider and Indexing Server. 
0037 FIG. 6 illustrates a computer providing content to a 
wireless node and the wireless node providing content wire 
less devices, the computer acts as a host. 
0038 FIG. 7 is a further embodiment of FIG. 6 and it 
illustrates a plurality of wireless receivers receiving contents 
from a plurality of wireless-node-hosts. 
0039 FIG. 8 is a further embodiment of FIG. 7 and it 
illustrates a plurality of wireless receivers receiving data/ 
contents from a plurality of wireless-node-hosts. 
0040 FIG. 9 illustrates the displaying of business and 
users on a map and based on the wireless-node-host longitude 
and latitude. 
0041 FIG. 10 is a further embodiment of FIG. 9 and it 
illustrates a user search of the wireless-node-host devices 
with directions of the businesses displayed on the map. 
0042 FIG. 11 illustrates a wireless node and surrounding 
business. 
0043 FIG. 12 illustrates the user of barcode-coupon by 
business using the wireless node. 
0044 FIG. 13 illustrates an arrangement for devices 
accessing the wireless node and performing a login. 
0045 FIG. 14 illustrates wireless nodes used as signal 
repeaters. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0046. In the following detailed description, reference is 
made to the accompanying drawings that show, by way of 
illustration, specific embodiments in which the invention may 
be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient 
detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the inven 
tion. It is to be understood that the various embodiments of the 
invention, although different, are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. For example, a particular feature, structure, or 
characteristic described herein in connection with one 
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embodiment may be implemented within other embodiments 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
In addition, it is to be understood that the location or arrange 
ment of individual elements within each disclosed embodi 
ment may be modified without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. The following detailed description is, 
therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of 
the present invention is defined only by the appended claims, 
appropriately interpreted, along with the full range of equiva 
lents to which the claims are entitled. In the drawings, like 
numerals refer to the same or similar functionality throughout 
the several views. 
0047. The present invention may be embodied as a method 
or a computer program product. Accordingly, the present 
invention may take a form of an entirely software embodi 
ment or an embodiment combining software and hardware. 
Furthermore, the present invention may take the form of a 
computer program product on a computer-readable storage 
medium having computer-readable program code means 
embodied in the medium. Any computer readable medium 
may be utilized including but not limited to: hard disks, CD 
ROMs, optical storage devices, or magnetic devices. 
0048. Any reference to names of a product or of a com 
pany is only for the purpose of clarifying the discussion with 
a specific example in the context of current art and is not 
intended to be limiting. 
0049. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention 
provides a method for enabling an Index Server (also referred 
to as a server computer) and an Internet Service Provider 
operating the server computer to work in harmony or inde 
pendently to provide related and targeted content to a user 
accessing content via the Internet through the Internet Service 
Provider. The invention is thus preferably characterized as a 
method implemented by a server computer and used for con 
trolling the display of information on a client computer oper 
ated by a user. 
0050. Preferably, the Index Server or server computer 
hosts a first content on the server computer that may be 
accessed by the user. Thus, the server computer enables the 
user's client computer to access the server computer and the 
first content. 
0051. The server computer creates a first link reference to 
second content, also known as targeted content, which is 
identified by the server computer based on the user's previ 
ously visited contents or other relationships. The targeted 
content may be any kind of content, advertisings, video, 
audio, news, weather, etc.; preferably the targeted content is 
hosted by the Internet Service Provider and has it saved in the 
Index Server's database. 

0052. When a user accesses content through the Internet 
Service Provider, the Internet Service Provider associates the 
user's previously accessed contents with targeted content 
indexed by the Index Server. The Index Server may be located 
at the same site as the Internet Service Provider or in a sepa 
rate site, separate URL (Universal Resource Locators) 
address. If the Index Server is located at a location other than 
the Internet Service Provider's location, the Index Server is, 
or will act similar to a search engine portal, e.g., GOOGLE, 
YAHOO, MSN, etc. 
0053. Upon user access, the server computer begins by 
formatting the first content and the first link reference for 
display on the client computer. The formatting will display 
the first link reference in a link display area that is separated 
from the first content that will display in a content display area 
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in a style that is indicative that other additional related content 
is available to the user. The formatting will display the first 
link reference in a configuration selected from the group 
consisting of a tab; a link; a bar; a floating bar; a browser bar; 
a user downloaded bar, and a menu. Once formatted, the 
server computer transmits the formatted first content and the 
first link reference to the client computer. 
0054 Some or all of the contents accessed by a user may 
be indexed at the Index Server, preferably at the time the user 
is accessing content through the Internet Service Provider. 
0055. The Internet Service Provider or the Index Server 
may also parse the contents and save their objects (words, 
links, bold, italics, titles, etc.), and they will be objects of 
previously viewed contents, then at a later time once a user 
requests additional contents from the Internet Service Pro 
vider, Index Server, or any other server associated with the 
Internet Service Provider, the associated server, or the Inter 
net Service Provider will provide contents and they will be 
based on the user's previously viewed contents objects (con 
tents the user is viewing in the current session or a previous 
session), user's profile data, user's Surf history, user's previ 
ously viewed content, and, if the user is accessing the Internet 
Service Provider through a wireless node link, the wireless 
topographical data (wireless's address location, Zip code, 
city, longitude and latitude locations, etc.), data hosted by the 
smart-wireless device or hosted by the computer connected to 
the smart-wireless device node may be used as well. 
0056. If the data is hosted by the Smart-wireless device 
node or hosted by the computer connected to the Smart 
wireless device node, the indexing server, the Smart-wireless 
device node's computer, the computer connected to the 
smart-wireless device node, the ISP server, the login server or 
any other associated electronic device may index/parse the 
content, search the contents object or associate advertising 
and other contents to the content as needed before presenting 
the content to the smart-wireless device, at the time the con 
tent is being presented to the Smart-wireless device node or 
after the content has been already presented to the Smart 
wireless device node. 
0057 User's profiling data may be any data pertinent to 
the user, including but not limited to: income, sex, age, hob 
bies, marital status, etc., and previous viewed contents may be 
any content in any category, including but not limited to: 
Video, audio, advertisings, web pages, web sites, wireless 
nodes visited by the user, previous purchases of goods done 
by the user, user hobby, etc. 
0.058 If such wireless node is used, the method of the 
invention may include a step of configuring the server com 
puter to connect to the wireless node, or a step of integrating 
the server computer and the wireless node into a single unit. 
Additional steps may include receiving data from a user's 
wireless device relating to user location; and, using the data to 
identify the second content for display by the user's wireless 
device. 
0059. Thus, the method of the invention preferably 
includes steps of parsing the first content into parsed content 
comprising key words or objects; and using the parsed con 
tent to identify the second content before creating the link, 
Such that the second content is based on a relationship to the 
parsed content. This relationship is preferably at least one of 
the following: a previously viewed content; a common word 
between the first and the second content; a user preference; a 
common category between the first and the second content; 
user personal information; user profiling information; loca 
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tion information; surfhistory; user hobby; user address infor 
mation; a similar word between the first and the second con 
tent; a partial matching word between the first and the second 
content; a full matching word between the first and the second 
content; a synonymous word between the first and the second 
content; a homophone of a word in the first content; an adver 
tisement containing any of the key words or objects; com 
monality with a user-supplied content having a relationship 
with the first content; and, a defined interest of the user. 
0060 Once a user receives a page through the Internet 
Service Provider, the Internet Service Provider may insert 
Some kind of link, bar, floating bar links, tabs, etc., to indicate 
to the user that other contents (second contents) are available 
as well (contents based on the user's previously viewed con 
tents objects, user's profile data, user's Surf history, user's 
previously viewed content, etc.). The server computer 
responds to user interaction with the first link reference by 
sending the second content to replace the first content on the 
content display area of the client computer. The second con 
tent preferably includes a second link reference, which when 
clicked on by the user redirects the user to the hosting location 
of the second content. 

0061 Thus, once the user clicks on a second link refer 
ence, the user is directed to the Internet Service Provider, 
Index Server, or any accessible location through the Internet 
Service Provider, any of which such accessible location is 
referred to as an “associated server.” Additional content will 
be provided by one or more such locations. Any of the asso 
ciated servers (e.g. Index Server, Internet Service Provider, 
other servers, etc.) will be able to share any or all information 
regarding the user accessing the Internet through the Internet 
Service Provider so as to enable the provision of appropriate 
targeted content to the user. 
0062. When a user accesses the Internet through a wireless 
node or any kind of node where a user is provided Internet 
access, the node will have means to insert (render) the afore 
mentioned links into the webpage. Other means may be used 
as well, like, a program code (JAVAAPPLET, JAVASCRIPT, 
ACTIVEX, etc.) may be used to interact with the web 
browser, and the web browser in turn will create a means (tab, 
bar, links, etc.) for the purpose of enabling the user means for 
viewing additional related content. Thus, the method includes 
configuring the server computer to render the first link refer 
ence on the client computer using programming code lan 
guage selected from the group consisting of JAVASCRIPT: 
JAVA. APPLET; and, ACTIVEX. 
0063. The means for the user to access additional related 
content may be a bar that a user downloads and installs. For 
example, the bar may be downloaded from the Internet Ser 
vice Provider, Index Server, or any other associated server to 
the Internet Service Provider. The bar may be user-down 
loaded or server-supplied (Internet Service Provider, Index 
Server, other server, etc.) as the user interacts with the Internet 
Service Provider. The bar may be a commonly used bar, one 
of those used frequently by all brands of browsers. Most of the 
time, the bar is static (fixed) at the top part of the web browser. 
It is typically next to, or just below, the browser's navigational 
bar. The bar may be floating as well, which would not depart 
from the true spirit of the teachings of this invention. The bar 
may a tab created by the web browser, such as for example, a 
tab created by the MOZILLA FIREFOX web browser. 
0064 I) Theory of Indexing Contents Objects 
0065. A content page is comprised of objects (also 
referred to as contents). The objects are words, words within 
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links, words within titles, words in bolds, words in underline, 
words in italics, name of images, invisible objects used by the 
web browser but not displayable to a user at the web browser, 
JAVAAPPLETS, ACTIVEX, audio/video players embedded 
to the web page, etc. 
0066 An algorithm may be programmed in any conceiv 
able way so as to index these contents. One commonly used 
way is to count the words of a content page based on the 
number of time they appear therein, and then set a threshold 
for the algorithm to choose target words for indexing. The 
threshold may be set to only index words that appear n-times 
in the page or higher, n-times or lower, the words that appear 
more often, less often, etc. If a word appears more often it will 
be a higher-choice candidate, if it appears less often, the same 
may be true, as well. Words appearing in bold, italics, under 
line, titles, images links, and links in general, may be assigned 
as higher-choice candidates as well. These choices will 
depend on how the algorithms priority is set therefore. 
0067. The algorithm may be programmed to associate 
advertising or other content type to the displayed content 
based on one or more objects of a previously viewed content 
page and the one or more object also appearing in the current 
displayed content page to the user. 
0068. The algorithm may be programmed to display 
advertising or other associated content type based on one or 
more objects of the previously viewed content that don’t 
appear in the current displayed content page to the user. 
0069. The algorithm may further be programmed to asso 
ciate advertising or other content type based on one or more 
content objects that appear on the currently displayed content 
page to the user that is not part of a previously viewed content 
page by the user. The previously viewed content page may be 
from the current session or it may be from prior session and 
stored in any of the aforementioned storing devices, com 
puter, wireless device, or any device that may be used for the 
purpose of storing information. 
0070 The indexed content may be online user-supplied 
contents, contents fetched from a Content Server (CS) over 
the Internet or contents fetched from the Internet Service 
Provider. The Index Server will have means to related the 
objects (e.g., words, links, etc) of the online user-supplied 
contents (e.g. advertisings) and the fetched contents, their 
relationship may include, but are not limited to: common 
words, similar words, partial matching words, full matching 
words, synonymous words, words having similar Sound, etc. 
The same mechanism that is available to the Index Server is 
also available to the Internet Service Provider. The Internet 
Service Provider can have means for receiving user-supplied 
content online, parsing, indexing and relating them with other 
contents that are hosted by the Internet Service Provider or 
routed through the Internet Service Provider, as well. 
(0071 II) The Theory of Internet Communication 
(0072 FIG. 4 illustrates a server 400 (also referred to 
herein as a server computer), the Internet 402 and an optional 
wireless node 404, and a client computer 406. The Internet 
channel 402 is the communication channel between the client 
406 and the server 400. The client 406 initiates a request for 
contents from server 400 and it returns contents thereafter. 
The Internet is the transport vehicle for transporting data 
between the two computers. Each computer of the illustrated 
arrangement, the server 400, the wireless node 404 and the 
client computer 406, each has an electronic processing unit 
450 responsible for its functionalities. Thus, the method of the 
invention preferably includes steps of adapting the server 
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computer to operate as a wireless node; and, configuring the 
wireless node to render the first link reference to the client 
computer. 
0073. The electronic processing unit 450 may or may not 
have all the components shown, or may have more compo 
nents than those depicted thereon. In any case, each electronic 
processing unit 450 will have at least some basic electronic 
units like the CPU 460 and it is the brain of the electronic 
processing unit 450 responsible for all of the device's func 
tionalities. At power up, the CPU 460 loads instructions from 
ROM 454 and the instructions will instruct the CPU 460 to 
load an Operating System (OS) from the storage unit 464 (it 
may be a magnetic disc, CD ROM, etc) into RAM 452. As 
needed, the electronic processing unit 450 will communicate 
with an outside environment through its I/O port 468 and in 
the case of the illustrated devices; this may be enabled by a 
network card that allows communication using the Internet. 
0074 The CPU 460 communicates differently with each 
connected electronic unit. In some cases, the communication 
and interaction is two-way and in other instances, one-way. 
As for the illustrated device 450 the CPU 460 implements 
one-way communication with the ROM 454 (one-way arrow 
456) unit and two-way communication with all other devices 
as indicated by the two-way arrows (466,462. 458 and 470). 
Each device may have input means as well. Such as a mouse, 
keyboard, and other visual interfacing means like a screen, 
etc 

0075 III) The Invention 
0076 FIG. 1 illustrates the Indexing Server(Index Server) 
106, the Internet Service Provider 116, Internet contents 102 
common to both servers, Index Server 106 which includes 
local contents 100, and the Internet Service Provider 116 
which includes local contents 104. The Index Server 106 
retrieves contents 102 and indexes them based on indexing 
rules previously mentioned, that is, the Index Server will 
index the contents’ objects and save them into its database 
110. As a user interacts with the Internet Service Provider 
server 116, the Internet Service Provider server 116 fetches 
and transmits to the user the same contents (others may be 
transmitted as well) to the user 124. If a wireless node 120 is 
present, the user 124 will receive contents 102 through Inter 
net Service Provider 116, wireless node 120 and the link 122. 
0077. As indicated by the dotted lines, the wireless node 
120 is optional, and it may or may not be present all of the 
time. Contents 102 are hosted by other servers on the Internet 
and accessed by the user 124 through the Internet Service 
Provider 116. Contents supplied by the Index Server 106 to 
the Internet Service Provider 116 and the Internet Service 
Provider 116 or to the user 124 may be contents that are 
online-user Supplied (e.g., advertisements) to the Index 
Server 116, or, they may be contents 102 fetched from Con 
tent Servers (CS) over the Internet and indexed at the Index 
Server 106. 

0078 Index Server 106 and Internet Service Provider 116 
are related 114 and they may exchange information, data, 
contents, etc. As the user interacts with the Internet Service 
Provider 116, the Internet Service Provider 116 may at any 
time save the users interaction, Such as for example, user Surf 
history 132, or the contents 102 transmitted to the user. The 
Internet Service Provider 116 performs the same action as the 
Index Server 106 that is, indexing and saving them. Or, the 
Internet Service Provider 116 may send the user surf list 132 
to the Index Server 106 and the Index Server 106 will fetch the 
contents 102 and index them for later use, if they are not yet 
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indexed. The Internet Service Provider 116 may save the user 
surf list 132 in its database 108 as well, or just pass them to 
Index Server 106 along with user's profiling information 112 
(128) and the Index Server 106 will do the indexation and 
saving. As illustrated the user profile 112 is present on the 
Internet Service Provider 116 but it may be present on Index 
Server 106 as well. 
(0079. The user profiling information table 112 has three 
columns and the 1st column 113 represents the rows number 
for the table 112. The 2nd column 115 represents the ID's for 
table 112, and the 3rd column 117 represents the values for 
the ID's of column 115. For simplicity, only one table is 
illustrated for the user, as it is well known to those skilled in 
the art, in the real world, table 112 would most likely be 
divided into more than one table. 

0080 Table 112 has “Name row #1 113, “Address' row 
#2 113, “City” row #3113, “State” row #4 113, “Zip Code” 
row #5 113 and “income row #6 113. The aforementioned 
rows are for the user profile. Rows #7 and #8 are for the user 
login credentials with Internet Service Provider 116. Rows 
#9-#11 illustrate the users interaction with Internet Service 
Provider 116 and rows #12-#14 indicate the user's preset 
preferences. 
I0081. The wireless node 120 is optional as indicated by the 
dottedlines and in case it is present, its demographic data may 
include, but is not limited to, its longitude and latitude loca 
tion, address, city, Zip code, street, ID, site ID, etc. (134), 
which may be used by the Internet Service Provider 116 or the 
Index Server 106 for providing contents to the user 124. The 
contents may be any kind of content that is geographical 
related, like but not limited to: shops in the Surrounding area, 
accommodations, bars, SPAS, etc. The information may be in 
the form of advertisings, promotions, sales, maps, etc. 
I0082. The topographic information of wireless 120 and 
user 124 may be used in conjunction or separately. If used 
separately, the user's 124 profile may be used to send contents 
(information) to the user concerning businesses, offers, 
events, etc. that are located in Surrounding area of the wide are 
node 120. Such information may be based on similar contents 
located at the user 124 location (address) if the user is using a 
wireless node not located at the user's fixed address (128 and 
112). The content may be content-related 129 to the user's 
previously viewed content 130 or content relevant to the 
wireless node's 120 location. Once again, the information 
(content) may be any type and in any form as well. 
I0083 FIG. 5 illustrates three exemplary screens. The first 
one 500A illustrates one way to present contents to a user 
accessing the Internet Service Provider. Once a content page 
is received 500A with a “Content displayed on content area 
512, it is “Content 102 of FIG.1, and it is the content that the 
user received from the Internet through the Internet Service 
Provider server 116. The top part of the content page 500A 
illustrates a bar 510 with links. The bar 510 includes the link 
for the displayed “Content 502. That link may be used once 
the user is viewing other contents (contents associated with 
the other links of the bar). If the user wants to return to the 
original content “Content” 512, link 504 will link to the 
Internet Service Provider 116 (FIG. 1) and receive contents, 
and it is the content illustrated on content area 516 of 500B, 
link 506 will link to Index Server (Index Server) 106 (FIG.1), 
receive contents from it, then have them displayed on display 
area 516 of 500B, and a link for advertisements508 will 
receive advertisements, and they will be displayed on screen 
area 518500C. The bar 510 may be any kind of bar, floating 
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bar, a tabs assigned by the Internet Service Provider to the 
web browser in the HTML (HyperTextMarkup Language) 
format, tabs assigned by the browser for the session, user 
downloaded bar, bar embedded to the web browser, etc. 
I0084. The second exemplary screen 500B illustrates the 
same bar 510 and at this time the Internet Service Provider 
504 or the Index Server 506 link was selected. Since either 
server may provide content to the user, and the content is 
displayed on screen area 516 of the web page, and as depicted, 
this content may be any kind of content. Finally, screen area 
518 illustrates advertising content and it may be about shops, 
business, points of interests, etc., in the Surrounding area 
where the user is accessing the Internet Service Provider. The 
information may be related to the wireless node's data, to the 
user's profile, contents/advertisements related to the user's 
previously viewed content, user's profile, user's surf history, 
etc. 

0085. Any of the aforementioned embodiments and meth 
ods may be used individually or in a group without departing 
from the true spirit of this invention. If these arrangements are 
used differently in conjunction with other arrangements that 
produce the same or close to the same end results, the objec 
tive of this invention is thus fulfilled. The user will have a 
variety of contents besides the contents accessed from the 
Internet through the Internet Service Provider, the contents 
will enhance the user's experience and the contents are 
related to the user interests, profiling, previously viewed con 
tents, user/wireless node demography, etc. 
I0086. The user profile may include user's hobby, users 
preferences like, but not limited to: Sports category, movie 
category, clothing preferences, shoes preferences, etc., and 
once the user is accessing the Internet through the Internet 
Service Provider, advertisements and other contents will be 
available to the user. If the user is in a specific location and 
that location is near a sports shop having a special sale on 
bowling shoes and the user's hobby preference is bowling, 
then once the user is viewing the contents from the Internet 
Service Provider and the Internet Service Provider's uses the 
user's profiling and the wireless node's data (if the user is 
accessing the Internet Service Provider through the wireless 
node), then the bowling advertisements may be correlated to 
the user, since the user is in the Surrounding area. The same is 
true regarding previously viewed contents, if the user has in 
the past, or in the current session, viewed a content page/ 
website for bowling equipment or information of the like, the 
advertising will be targeted to the user as well. Also, once the 
user accesses the Internet Service Provider, the Internet Ser 
Vice Provider can track how long the user stays at each page 
or at each website and correlate this information with other 
data pertaining to the user, FIG. 1 table 112 rows #9-#11. 
0087 FIG. 2 illustrates another embodiment using the 
arrangement illustrated in FIG. 1. All of FIG. 2's reference 
numbers are consistent with those in FIG. 1, except for the 
database 110, at FIG.1. In FIG.1, the database 110 is attached 
to Index Server 106, and in FIG. 2 it is attached to Internet 
Service Provider 116. Whereas FIG. 2 is based on Internet 
Service Provider 116 performing the contents 102 indexing, 
in FIG. 1, Index Server 106 is performing the indexing. The 
difference between the arrangements of FIG. 1 and of FIG. 2 
is that Index Server 106 has the ability to perform contents 
102 indexing before the contents are requested by a user and 
served to the user by the Internet Service Provider 116. In this 
arrangement, in most situations, the indexing is be done as the 
contents are requested, although, they may be indexed prior to 
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a user's request. The remaining elements of the arrangement 
of FIG. 2 are parallel to those discussed above for FIG. 1. 
I0088. There are many ways to implement this invention 
and the more we review its functionalities, the more modes of 
uses become apparent and its tremendous potential will be 
appreciated by those of the skill in the art. 
0089 FIG. 3 illustrates another embodiment, wherein 
contents 302 are transmitted to the user 310 through wireless 
node 306 connections 304 and 308. Others obvious elements 
like an Internet Service Provider server have been omitted. 
For example, it is apparent that some kind of server will be 
supplying the contents 302 to the user 310 through wireless/ 
communication node (hence forth called node) 306. 
(0090 FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 are premised on the Internet 
Service Provider server having means for Supplying contents 
to the user, which is illustrated in FIG. 5. The user interacts 
with the related contents by selecting links in some kind of 
bar, tabs, floating bar, browser bar, etc. 
0091. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the same may be accom 
plished as well, by having the node to perform the same tasks 
that were performed by the Internet Service Provider. The 
node may have a computer attached to it as well, and the 
computer will act as an intermediary between the user 310, 
the node 306 (can part of the node or separated from it) and 
contents 302, parsing of contents and, as needed, saving the 
parsed contents therein. 
0092. The computer associated with node 306 will per 
form the functionalities that before were performed by the 
Internet Service Provider in the aforementioned arrange 
ments. Once links 518 of FIG. 5, are clicked by a user, the user 
may be directed to one or more servers (312,314 and 316) and 
information about the user visited contents, node's data and 
the user's preferences, etc., may be sent to the server(s), and 
one or more servers will be able to supply additional contents 
320 directly to the user310, or, through the node's server 306. 
The illustrated computer associated with the node 306 may be 
incorporated inside the node's electronic unit as well, without 
departing from the true spirit and teachings of this invention. 
A communication node may be any kind of a node between 
two computers; it may be a modem, a wireless node, a local 
area network, etc. 
0093 
0094. The device may be programmed in many ways like 
by having a computer that is connected to the device send 
programming information to it, or have the device fetch the 
information from the computer that it is connected to, the 
computer that Supplies the content information to the wireless 
node becomes a server. As well the server may be integrated 
into the device itself, or it may be a program that is down 
loaded and stored to the active wireless device node. Herein, 
the combination of the wireless device and the server may be 
referred to as a wireless device or a wireless node. If the 
combination includes the wireless server and the server com 
puter it may also be referred to as a wireless-server or wire 
less-computer. If the meaning is intended to be any of the 
devices used in this disclosure or a combination thereof, the 
term wireless device(s) may be used. 
0095. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
more than one wireless device may act as an active device by 
transmitting contents to a variety of receiving devices where 
the receiving devices present the received content to the 
device's user. The content may be presented as a webpage or 
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any other format means for a user interaction with the wire 
less-server or any other server that the content will redirect the 
user thereto. 
0096. In a further embodiment of the present invention, a 
wireless device transmits other information to the receiving 
devices that users at receiving devices may use as means to 
search devices based on the device's transmitted data. The 
transmitted data may be in the form of white data (data that 
the receiving devices use for the purpose of searching 
devices content and may or may not display them the 
device's user). For instance, a first device transmits “today 
special great salads restaurant California Californian food’ 
and a second device transmits "clothing men man children 
child women woman food restaurant.” When the first device is 
located at a restaurant and the second device is located at a 
department store with a restaurant, and a user at a device 
initiates a search for “food restaurant, then the two devices 
would show up in the search result for the user. 
0097. In another embodiment of the present invention, a 
wireless device acts as an intermediary that goes in between 
two or more wireless devices, the intermediary device 
receives content from a wireless node and transmits the 
received content to the other wireless device connected there 
with. Each wireless node or wireless device may act as con 
tent cache to cache content and make the cached content 
available to other devices. In the case of the wireless node, the 
cached content may be contents that the device receives from 
a hosting device at another location where the device is con 
nected to the Internet/network. The wireless node (device to 
enable wireless communication) may become an actual active 
server and the same applies to the wireless receiving devices. 
0098. In another preferred embodiment, the wireless node 
enables free Internet connection or even paid wireless access 
to all by enabling the owner of the wireless-device node to 
offer free access and receive a commission of the generated 
revenues by the user accessing the wireless node. The com 
mission may be based on clicks on advertisements that appear 
on the receiving device's page and clicked by the user. The 
commission may be based on advertising appearance (im 
pression on the page), or on a sale of goods commission, for 
example, assuming that the user at the receiving wireless 
device is where the user is having free access. The commis 
sion may be based on a share of the commission paid by the 
manufacturer of the devices to others that want users to gain 
access through the owner of the wireless-device node. 
0099. The invention may be used to widen the exposure of 
goods or services to consumers who would participate in this 
free access arrangement. In the case of business involvement, 
the business may be an online store that offers a commission 
to all involved parties once a purchased is made by the user 
using free access. It is to be understood that many other 
methods of commission sharing may be used to achieve the 
same or similar end results. As well it may be that only the 
wireless device offering the free access participates in the 
income sharing, just the manufacture, just the Internet Ser 
vice Provider, etc. It may be incorporated at the Internet 
Service Provider of this invention where the 

0100 Internet Service Provider inserts the content, adver 
tising, goods for sale, other services, etc. in this case the 
Internet Service Provider may give discount to the wireless 
device owner offering free access and the Internet Service 
Provider will participate on the profit sharing as well. 
0101 FIG. 6 illustrates an arrangement 600 where a wire 
less node 640 transmits signal 610 to various receiving 
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devices 690 and a content page 670 is received from the 
wireless node 640. The received content page 670 may have 
been supplied by the computer 630 to the wireless device 640 
or the wireless device 690 or the wireless node 640 may be the 
hosting devices instead of computer 630. Once a user 
accesses the “wireless node 1 640 the user at any of the 
devices 690 will receive the “Content 1670 and it is supplied 
to “wireless node 1640 by “Computer 1630, “Computer 1” 
630 is the host of “content 1670. 

01.02 FIG. 7 illustrates another embodiment of the 
arrangement shown in FIG. 6. A second wireless-computer 
“device n' 740 and computer 760 in the same arrangement as 
of the first wireless device-computer 630 and 640. The con 
tent page 680 has two contents “Content 1670 received from 
“Device 1640, and “Content in 710 received from “Device 
in 740. Only two wireless devices are shown in FIG. 7, but as 
it clear to the one of the skill in the art that any number of 
devices may be used without departing from the teachings of 
the present invention. As in FIG. 6, each of the two wireless 
nodes transmits a content to 5 receiving device from the 
device group 690. 
(0103 FIG. 8 illustrates an alternative to the embodiment 
of FIG. 7 where two wireless devices (not shown) of FIG. 8 
transmit data to the receiving client devices 890. “Content 1 
800 was received from “Device 1640 of FIG. 7 and “Content 
in was received from “Device in 740 of FIG. 7. “Content 1 
800 has the key words “Keyworda, Keyword b and Keyword 
c’ and they may be part of the content or just data transmitted 
by the wireless device (white data), in any way, the receiving 
client device uses them to search for information that repre 
sents the wireless node 640 and 740 of FIG. 7. The same 
explanation applies to “Content n’ 802. The wireless node 
can act as a server without departing from the teachings of the 
present invention; as well it can act as both a client and a 
content server computer or the computer may be part of the 
wireless device without departing from the true spirit of this 
invention. 
0104. As illustrated in FIG. 8, the hosting computers con 
nected with the wireless-node devices enable a user to receive 
white data or any other data (displayable data to the user) 
where the user can search for contents/services in the general 
area. For instance, if the user is looking for a home to buy, the 
user will be able to see all the homes that are available and 
receive the information laid over on a map as illustrated by 
FIG. 9. 

0105. The present invention enables hosting and content 
searching very much like a search engine does. A user view 
ing the contents on these devices may interact with the con 
tent by touch screen, links, tabs, link on a bar, and icon on a 
bar, an icon on a tab or any other conceivable mean that is 
none these described herein that would perform the same 
functionality. Furthermore, the wireless-device receiver may 
receive data or information, which may include white data or 
displayable data from one or more wireless-device nodes. 
Data or information herein may be simply referred to as 
“data.”The wireless-device receiver may send the received 
data to any of the aforementioned computer, server, or other 
device that will receive the data. The wireless-device receiver 
may associate one or more content to data, or offer other 
services to be displayed with the received data, or in addition 
to the received data. 

0106 FIG. 9 illustrates another preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. A map 900 and three wireless nodes 
960,970 and 980 are shown. Each transmits a longitude and 
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latitude data to the receiving device 950. Wireless “node n” 
980 transmits its corresponding longitude and latitude pair 
985, wireless node 970 transmits its corresponding longitude 
and latitude pair 975, and wireless node 960 transmits its 
corresponding longitude and latitude pair 965. 
0107 The receiving device 950 associates the correspond 
ing longitude and latitude pair to a geographical position on 
the map 900 and the wireless nodes are geographically 
located in the Surrounding topographical area in relation to 
the receiving device 950. The wireless nodes are displayed 
over the map as business 910,920 and 940. 
0108 FIG. 10 is a further embodiment of FIG. 9 and it 
illustrates the same map 900 of FIG.9 and instructions 1060 
for the user 950 to locate business 920, likewise, information 
1070 is used by user 960 (not shown on the map) to located 
business 930. 

0109 FIG. 11 illustrates another embodiment of the 
present invention where a wireless node 1190 is connected to 
a server 1180. Such connection may be through the Internet/ 
Network. Server 1180 or wireless device 1190 has longitude 
and latitude of businesses in the Surround geographical area 
of the node 1190 and they are businesses 1105, 1110, 1120, 
1130, 1140, 1150 and 1160. Then server/node transmits the 
businesses longitude and latitude data of the business 1170 
that are close to the node 1190 and the node broadcast them to 
connected devices and the devices can display them in any 
conceivable way including the method of laying them out 
over a map as has already been explained elsewhere in this 
disclosure. 

0110 FIG. 12 is a further embodiment of FIG. 11 and it 
includes coupon 1200 that may be used at shops in the sur 
rounding geographical area of the wireless node. In this par 
ticular exemplary explanation, the coupon 1200 is for busi 
ness 1150. We’ve illustrated coupons but it may be any kind 
of promotional targeted to businesses in the Surrounding area 
of a wireless node device. As well, the coupon or the promo 
tional content may include a bar code where the business 
establishment can scan to facilitate its processing. The cou 
pon may be printable or may be displayable on the receiving 
devices and be scanned by any scanning equipment direct 
from the device's screen. 
0111. This invention may be setup to compensate the wire 
less device's owner where once a user clicks on an advertise 
ment that is associated with the node, the wireless device's 
owner earns a commission for the user's click; the same may 
be done for goods or services (accommodation, SPA visit, 
restaurant visit, etc.) sold to users through the wireless device, 
that is, to compensate the wireless device's owner with a 
commission for the sale. 
0112. In another preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the wireless node may be used to allow the user 
access to limited sites associated with an entity Supporter of 
the wireless node provider of content to the wireless 
node—or to be set by the wireless node's owner. For instance, 
the participating parties making use of the wireless node may 
compensate the wireless node's owner for allowing users to 
use its node by receiving advertising clicks, sales of goods 
commission, etc. 
0113. This way free Internet for all may be accomplished 
by having the wireless nodes providing free access to all and 
receiving commission for the access they provide. As well, it 
may be setup that wireless nodes manufacturers receive a 
small commission as well for the devices they sell to the 
public, in Such an arrangement, the wireless node manufac 
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turer may sell the device for a very low cost or may provide it 
free of charge for anyone who participates in the initiative of 
providing free Internet access for all. 
0114 FIG. 13 illustrates how to offer free Internet access 
to others, it is important to notice that this is a mere illustration 
and other mechanism may be used as well without departing 
from the true spirit of the invention, it may be used in unison 
with other elements of the present invention where this 
method may be incorporated by the Internet Service Provider 
server, Indexing server, the wireless node, at the wireless 
receiver, etc. 
0115 FIG. 13 illustrates a group of devices 1302 access 
ing wireless-node device 1300 and having it communicating 
with a login server 1304 and it is used for the users at devices 
1302 to login. The users at devices 1302 may be registered 
with the login server 1304, it may be setup where users don’t 
have to be registered and logged in as well without departing 
from the true spirit of the invention. The login server 1340 
may also be used as verifier of other sites, servers, affiliation 
as to allow or deny them user access through the wireless 
node. 

0116. After a user gains access and moves to another site/ 
server the wireless node will once again contact the login 
server 1304 to be sure that the site is affiliated. For example, 
a user at one of the devices 1302 after visiting site/server 1304 
moves to “Server A 1306. Before the wireless node 1300 
redirects the user to “Server A' 1306, it will contact “Login 
Server 1304 passing the new URL (Universal Resource 
Locator)—arrow line 1308 to the Login Server 1304. After 
the “Login Server 1304 verifies the association, it will return 
acknowledgement back to wireless node 1300, which is posi 
tive if the new server at the new URL is associated, or other 
wise negative. 
0117 If the acknowledgement is positive the wireless 
node 1300 will allow the user to be redirected to the new 
location arrow line 1312 “Server A 1306. “Server A 
1306 may communicate with the “Login Server 1304 —ar 
row line 1310–as needed to receive contents or other infor 
mation to be supplied to the user through the wireless node 
1300, contents like advertising, goods for sale, services, etc. 
The embodiment may be setup as to allow the “Login Server' 
1304 to contact “Server A 1306 as well and retrieve contents 
from server 1306 and supply them to wireless node 1300 
without departing from the true spirit and scope of this inven 
tion. 
0118 FIG. 14 it is another preferred embodiment of the 
present invention where a wireless receiver acts as a receiver 
and transmitter where one or more wirelesses receive content 
from wirelesses nodes and the receiving wireless device 
becomes a transmitter to other wireless devices that are out of 
range from the wireless node. The objective is to have the 
wireless node's content to be available to more wireless 
receivers, thus offering a longer range to the wireless node 
that otherwise it would. 

0119 Wireless node 1405 (the server is not included for 
clarity or it may be part of the device) hosts “content aa 1410 
and is available to wireless receiver 1420 as content 1425 and 
once device 1420 receives the content 1425 and device 1420 
can make use of it as usual or make it available to other 
devices through a wireless connection. In the present illustra 
tion device 1445 receives content 1425 from device 1420 
through wireless connection 1430 and it is content 1435. As 
illustrated, the wireless node is incorporated into devices 
1420, 1445, 1453 and 1470. 
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0120 Device 1485 hosts content 1490 and device 1470 
receives content through wireless connection 1480 and it is 
“content bb’ 1475 and the same is made available to device 
1445 through wireless connection 1465; it is “content bb' 
1440. 

0121 Device 1445 has two contents, “Content aa 1435 
that was received from wireless device 1420 and “Content 
bb’ 1440 that was received from wireless device 1470. It 
important to notice that once a wireless device receives con 
tent it not only will act as receiver transmitter of the content, 
it as well may act as a cache (save content for a period of time 
or permanently) that will save the content as need and make 
them available to other devices even after the device has 
moved away from the wireless device where the contend 
originated. 
0122 Device 1453 is located a distance away from either 
wireless node 1485 or wireless node 1405, wireless receiver 
1453 is making use (consuming) “Content aa 1455 and 
“Content bb. 1460, and both were retrieve from device 1445 
through wireless connection 1450. Once a device receives the 
content, it can save it (cache) for later use or just simply act as 
transmission wireless link between devices. In the latter 
instance, devices 1420 and 1470 may simply become a link 
between wireless nodes 1405 and 1485 and wireless device 
1445. The same is true for device 1453 where device 1445 
may simply be an intermediary to device 1453. 
0123. Once contents are cached at a device they may fol 
low any rules that any caching mechanism follows like keep 
ing the content permanently or disposing them (deleting from 
the cache) based on predetermined time span, like minutes, 
hours, days, months, years, etc., or based on the content(s) 
usability to other devices, like, keep the cache alive as long as 
other devices are connected and consuming the content(s) or 
saving portion of the content, the contents keywords, the 
URL (Universal Resource Locator) where the content origi 
nated, etc. 
0.124. The present invention has been explained and the 
term object, word or keyword has been used throughout, it is 
to be understood that object is an appropriate term and the 
object may be an image, word, title, link, it may be in a hidden 
field like a comment, form element, word in bold, word in 
italics, words underlined, keyword embedded in the contents 
body, etc. 
0.125. Although the present invention and its advantages 
have been described in detail, it should be understood that 
various changes, Substitutions and alterations could be made 
herein without departing from the true spirit and scope of the 
invention as defined by the appended claims. Moreover, the 
Scope of the present application is not intended to be limited 
to the particular embodiments of the process, machine, manu 
facture, composition of matter, means, methods, computer 
Software and steps described in the specification. 
0126. As one of ordinary skill in the art will readily appre 
ciate from the disclosure of the present invention, processes, 
machines, manufacture, compositions of matter, means, 
methods, computer Software, or steps, presently existing or 
later to be developed that perform substantially the same 
function or achieve Substantially the same result as the cor 
responding embodiments described herein may be utilized 
according to the present invention. Accordingly, the 
appended claims are intended to include within their scope 
Such processes, machines, manufacture, compositions of 
matter, means, methods, computer Software or steps. 
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O127 
industry. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of Supplying content to a user where the 

content is targeted to the wireless location-based data, the 
method comprising the steps of 

providing a server computer comprising a non-transitory 
storage medium; 

enabling access to the server computer through a wireless 
node, the wireless node comprising location based data; 

the server computer receiving a request for first content 
from a client computer accessing the server computer 
through the wireless node: 

the server computer storing the location-based data of the 
wireless node on the non-transitory storage medium, 
said storing taking place upon access of the server com 
puter by the client computer through the wireless node: 

the server computer relating a second content to the wire 
less node location based data; and 

the server computer transmitting the first content and the 
second content to the client computer. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the location 
based data is selected from the group consisting of Zip code: 
city; longitude and latitude locations; city; street; identifica 
tion code; and site identification. 

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of the server computer storing user's profiling data for 
a user at the client computer; and the server computer iden 
tifying the second content based on a relationship to the user's 
profiling data. 

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of the server computer storing user's Surfing history for 
a user at the client computer; and the server computer iden 
tifying the second content based on a relationship to the user's 
Surfing history. 

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of the server computer storing user's previously viewed 
content for a user at the client computer; and the server 
computer identifying the second content based on a relation 
ship to the user's previously viewed content. 

6. A method comprising Supplying second content to a user 
where the second content is related to wireless location data, 
the method further comprising the steps of: 

providing a first computer connected to a wireless node or 
comprising the wireless node, 

enabling a client computer to request access to first content 
from the first computer, said request made through the 
wireless node: 

the wireless node receiving the first content from a hosting 
computer, and 

the first computer inserting second content into the first 
content while the first content is in transit through the 
wireless node to the client computer. 

7. A method comprising Supplying second content to a user 
operating a client computer where the second content is 
related to wireless location data, the method further compris 
ing the steps of 

providing a first computer connected to a wireless node or 
comprising the wireless node, 

enabling a client computer to request access to first content, 
said request made through the wireless node: 

the wireless node receiving the first content from a hosting 
computer, and 

The invention has application to the advertising 
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the first computer performing an action with the first con 
tent while the first content is in transit through the wire 
less node to a client computer, wherein the action is 
Selected from the group consisting of parsing the first 
content; indexing the first content, saving the first con 
tent; and inserting second content into the first content. 

k k k k k 


